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The film stars Sathyaraj, Keerthana and Ameer in the leading roles. Featuring music composed by D. Imman, the film began production in 2015 and was released on 23 January 2016. Cast Sathyaraj as Somu Keerthana as Sharada Ameer as Jayaseelan Sriman Ponvannan Vadivelu as Subhaveli, Somu's father Nassar G. Marimuthu Kovai Sarala Lakshmi Narayanan as Sharada's father R. Sarathkumar
as Sarathkumar Nassar as Subhaveli's henchman Kuyili as Maragatham Production Kannan began to work on the script in October 2014, revealing that he had written the first 20 pages for the film, with a narration-led plot, and suggested that it would be a "typical love story with comedy and adventure". The film marked his directorial debut and the screenwriting debut of D Imman. The team began
pre-production works in October 2014 and launched a website with details about the film, with the makers of the film announcing that Sathyaraj would be playing the lead role and the film would be shot entirely in Chennai and Kalamassery. The team began their first schedule of shooting in November 2014, with Sathyaraj visiting the scenes to complete the characterization of his character. The crew
began shooting in December 2014, in a particular atmosphere in Chennai. The makers revealed that they had chosen Kalamassery for the film because they liked the place, and that it was the same place where they had filmed their previous film Karpoorapu (2014), with Raja also revealed that the director wanted to bring back the 80s image with the film. In March 2015, the team wrapped up the first
schedule of the film, with the makers revealing that around 70 percent of the film had been shot. After the first schedule, Sathyaraj and Keerthana began pre-production works for the second schedule of the film. In April 2015, the team began shooting for scenes in Tirupur. The shoot continued in the same month, with Sathyaraj visiting the set for the first time for the shooting. The makers revealed
that the team had faced many difficulties during the shoot of the film and that it was the first time that Sathyaraj had acted in 82157476af
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